MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
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Monitor the Movement of Materials In and Out of Your Pit or
Quarry and Track Production and Costs for a Clear View of
Your Aggregate Business
Spectrum® Materials Management

Spectrum Materials Management streamlines the process of
sales and job costing by directly importing weight tickets from
existing scale software.
++ Interface with a variety of scale software packages
++ Accommodate standard and special rates
++ Automatically generate invoices
Enjoy accurate, up-to-date inventory records and timely
billing for materials thanks to full integration with Spectrum’s
Inventory Control and Job Cost for materials requisitioned to
jobs, to Order Processing and Accounts Receivable for customer sales, to Accounts Payable for the creation of invoices and with

Easily adjust inventory depending on whether materials are

Actual freight costs can be recorded and reconciled to

Document Imaging for attaching images to scale tickets.

transported in or out of your facility.

the estimated cost and the freight invoice created automati-

Ensure that data is transferred accurately with Materials

Quickly set up standard or custom hauling rates and use

Management’s extensive error correction.

area codes to set materials price based on distance hauled.

Manually enter weight tickets for plants not using an auto-

Create outside sales invoices or internal job requisi-

matic scale software package.

tions from tickets based on customer and job.

Automatically attach a copy of new tickets to jobs with

Track freight and miscellaneous costs separately, bill as

Spectrum’s Document Imaging.

service or accumulate into the material sale amount.

cally in Accounts Payable.
Never overpay or overbill for services due to delays with
Material Management’s special rates feature.
Compare quantity production, sales and costs for current year, previous year or a user-defined period.
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case study + materials management

Midwest Concrete Materials Streamlines Its Aggregates Operations with Spectrum®
Mike Sanson, the IT and HR manager at Midwest Concrete Materials, was a driving force behind his company’s switch to Spectrum. When he joined the Manhattan, Kan.-based company, it was running its operations through another solution where the level security and audit trails were virtually nonexistent. On almost a daily basis, the company was having to go in and make billing adjustments,
correct mistakes or re-enter information that wasn’t entered correctly the first time though manual processes.
“At that time, if you didn’t have that paper ticket, it

Spectrum and we’re ready to bill the customer,”

a dump truck. If you can only haul

didn’t get entered. So who knows how much we ac-

Sanson said.

14 tons and you have 30 trucks run-

tually might have missed,” Sanson said. “In the ready

ning, they’re going to make several

mix industry, a 10 yard load of concrete is about the

More recently, Midwest Concrete Materials added

deliveries in a day, that’s a lot of tick-

most you can have on a ticket. So if we did a 100-

automated scales at all of its sand plants. “So when

ets. So there is high volume on out

yard order, which is basically a basement, then we’d

one of our guys or a customer comes in, they swipe

ticketing and billing,” Sanson said.

have 10 tickets. They were manually entered into the

a card, the order is in there, it kicks out a ticket and

“Without Spectrum, and the power-

system. Every time you touch a ticket, there was a

it is good to go. Now, not just with our concrete, but

ful functionality it brings to the table,

chance for error. Without the audit trail, we were re-

with our aggregate materials, we are downloading

effectively managing these operations would be

we can immediately go in and pull up the invoice

ally vulnerable. I almost immediately started working

the majority of our tickets there,” Sanson said.

next to impossible.”

and the tickets associated with it and not be sort-

on researching and seeing what else was out there
that could fill our needs a lot better.”

ing through boxes and boxes of tickets trying to find
the right one so we can make a copy of it for them.”

Sanson said what his company is doing today with

Additionally, Midwest Concrete Materials recently

Spectrum and a two-person accounts receivable

added Spectrum’s Document Imaging, which has

That search led to Spectrum, which integrated

team would have required as many as eight data

helped to further streamline processes.

with its ticketing systems and other solutions to

entry people before, adding that the time and la-

create a streamlined flow of data into and out of

bor saved with Spectrum has been instrumental to

“With the amount of paper we were accumulating

longer have to print as many tickets as what we

its accounting and billing departments. “Now

helping the company realize tremendous growth.

and sorting though, it started to get out of hand

used to. With Document Imaging, we don’t have

and we needed to go electronic,” Sanson said.

to store paper tickets in multiple places. Every-

when we go through and batch all of our con-

It’s saving time, it’s saving us storage and it’s saving us money on tickets as well because we no

crete, we simply edit all of the tickets and make

“There are days where we are, in ready mix alone,

“So we went with Spectrum’s Document Imag-

thing is inside Spectrum. It has really allowed us to

sure they are correct, any additional charges are

having to process 200 to 250 tickets. Again, you can

ing and now it’s so streamlined that today if a cus-

move forward and address a lot of issues and get

added to it and then it is a simple download into

only batch so much per ticket. The same way with

tomer calls in and has a question about an order,

control of our whole operation.”
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